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DIAATiR YI) TkbLJ V3iRSUS SIT2-INDEX
YIELD TABLñ'S FOR VESTRN U1iL1OCK

INTRO DUCT LEON

Backr ound

in order to plan the management or a forest

property for su8tained yield, the forester inuet possess
some neans of estiLnating tne future yield obtainable from

present ivature stands. Such estim&;tes can not be nade

of course without sonie error, but the greater their
precision, the more efficiently can the longtern manae-
ent be planned. To serve this purpose yield tables in

various ferns have been compiled and are now available

for practically all of the important timber species or

North America. Inowing the present age of a stand and

other pertinent variables, it is possible to predict its
yield at any given future age.

The most conventional type of table to be

employed has been the site-.indsx yield table f 01? nornal

or rlly stookeu stands. This type of table sets forth
the yields in volume and other stand characteristics,
expected at given es, on land of a given site quality,

when tht ground i fully utilized by growing trees. A

portion of the normal yield tables for western halock
(Teuga heteroptLylla (Rat.) arg.) are presented in the



ap.endix. The yield of subnormal or supe$norinal stands

iaay be estii'ated fron ths normal tables by determination
Dr a density of stocking factor or percentage, siad by
adjusting the noraal yields accordingly. The usual basis

for deternination of stocking is the relationship existing
between the actual basal area as measured in a stand, and
the noriial basal area as recorded in the yild tables for
the sane age and site. An estitate of the present actual
yolume or yeld of the stand is then nde readily by
disountin the normal yield by the percentage indicated.
In order to estiaiate a future yield some recognition must
be made of the well established fact that as time proceeds
stands understocked at the present tend to improve, and
stands overstocked tend to regress in stocking. This

concept is treated in ioro detail in part III of the
thesis. t this point it is necessary merely to emphasihe
that the present atoc1ing must be increased or decreased
to obtain a reasonable stockin value for a future age.
1aving an adJusted value the future yield ay be coputsd
readily as before by discounting the normal yield as
indicated by the adju.$.tsd stocking value.

It baa been fouiid that the site-index tables do
not accurately define all stands, especially those which
are abnormal. Understooked stands, for instance, tave

fewer but usually larger trees than is indicated by the



density of stocking derived on the baSIS of basal area
co±parisons. The fewer but larger trees in turn mean a
greater volume than that computed by the usual procedure

described above. It also may be noted that stands which
are fully stocked, and considered normal according to
ziunber of trees, re not necessarily ncral on the basis
of volume. This Is usually due to the fact that the trees
are not of nornal average diameter for that site and age.
Such conditions may exist in stands which have been

overstocked or anderstocked and have just attained the
normal co1-ldiUon In number of trees. I3or example, an

overstocked stand whose trees are crowded and small may

lose enough trees by competitlonal mortality to reduce it
to normal oi this basis, but on the basis of average
diameter and stand volu:e It would be very subnormal.

Efforts to construct yield tables free of the
faults mentioned above have resulted in another type of
yield table based on average stand diameter as the
independent variable. In 1931 Barnes (3,p.) wrote that:

"Since voluie is a funotion ci stein distribution,
number of trees, and height, if the two latter
factors should show more correlation with diameter
than with age and site, it would seem that better
results might be obtained by first estimating
the future diameter and then basing both height
and number of trees on this estimate."

At that time his study indicated that tile correlation of



height and number of trees with average diameter was much

greater than with site and age. Further studies of this
correlation wore macla by Bruce (7) in l94. with respect

to Douglas fir (Paeudotsua taxifolia (Lamb.) Brit,),
and a set f yield tables for this species was compiled
on the average diaieter basis, Barnes (2) has also
prepared a similar set of tables for western hemlock.
extracts from these are presented in the appendix.

Diameter yield tables, as the name implies, are
based on average stand diameter as the independent variable.
Tb0 dependent variables are number of trees per acre,
average height, and volume per acre. If, for any stand,
the average diarneter, average height, and number of trees
per acre are known, the present volume may be estimated
from the diameter yield tables, Listed in the table for
a given average stand diameter, the normal number of trees
per acre, normal average height, and normal volume per
acre may be found. Adjustments then my be made in the

normal volumes in accordance with the ratio of actual
numbor to noriaal number of trees and with the ratio of
actual average height to normal average height. Diameter

tables may also be used to estimate probable future yields.
This Is done simply by estimating the future average
diameter, number of trees, and average height, and apply
ing the yIeld tables in the same procedure as for p'esent
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yield tables, temporary sample plots bad been established

by the Pacific Northwest Forest and Itangs Experiment

Station in even..aged stands distributed over all age
classes from 10 to 300 years of age; and over all
oomercially productive site classee of the species in
the coastal fog belt of Oregon arid Washington. On each

of the plots the following information was collected:
Area of the plot.
Jge of 10 to 20 sample trees on the plot,
Total height of 20 to 30 sample trees
for each of whioh the diameter breast
high and crown class was recorded.

A tally of all the trees on the plot
by dirieter breast high classes.

From the above records it was possible to conpile for each

p1ot; and then express on an acre basis where pertinent,
the information li$ted below:

1 Average age of the stand,

2, Average height of dominant and codominant
trees of the stand, which defines site index.
Average height of all trees i the stand.

Average diameter breast high of all treee
in the stand,
Number of trees per acre of 1.5 inches and
over, or to any other miniiauLu size limit
that might be desired.
Basal area, volumes in cubic measure and
board foot measure to any minimum tree
size limit - all on an acre basis.



Both the site-index yield tables and the diameter yield
tables were compiled fron the above plot swmaries. rrhe

former are based on correlations between age and site
index as the independent variables and any one of the
items mentioned in groups 5 and 6 as the dependent

variable. The latter are based on correlations between
average stand diameter as the independent variable and
average height, number o trees per acre, and volumes in
cubic foot measure and board foot measure as dependent

variables. Data from the plots were also used in testing
the accuracy of est:aating present stand volumes by use
of site-index and diameter yield tables.

Primarily for the purpose of obtaining growth
data for a check on the site-index yield tables, the
Pacific Northwest orest and Range Experiment Station

has established a number of permanent sample plots in the
spruoe-hemLLoc1 type. There are 4 plots in Olatsop county
near Young's River Falls and 11 plots at Oascade Head.
Detailed measurements of all trees have been made on

these plots and among the data the following, pertinent
to this study, were recorded.

Date and age at time of measurement.

Number of trees by species and in total
in the stand at minimum diameter limits
of 2.b inches, b. inches and 11.6 inches.

7
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rurnished the rollowing stand data as ot 1930 and 194.2.
Age of stand.

The rnwiber of trees 1.5 Lncbes and over by
1 Inch diaaieter classes or each species
aad in total.

Frona the above stand ineasureronts it wa8 possible

calculate the average diaiueter and average nwiiber of

trees per acre for each of the dates of neasurenient.
This information was the major basis of establishing the
rate of change in tc.nd density. These data were also

adjusted to represent a 10-year period of growth by
interpolation.
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I JSTB&AT OP 31NT YI1LD

Yield tables are primarily for the purpose of
predicting future yie1d of' stands. To do this effective
ly it is evident that they should also portray the present
conditions o the plots troiri which they were compiled.

One test of the accuracy of the tables ny be made then

by estimating the present volume of the plots, and
comparing the estimated with the actual plot volumes.
3tatiutioal analysis of the differences between estimated
an actual value resulto in the stanUard error of estimate,
a conventional statistical measure. Consequently, estimates

were made of the present plot volumes by means of the

diameter tables and tie conventional tables separately.

Voiwne estimates b diameter tables

Of the temporary sample plots used in compilation
at the base tables, 226 plots averaged 5.5 inches or more
in stand diameter and 169 plots averaged 11.5 inches or
more. The plot measurements provided the average stand

diameter, number of' trees per acre, average stand height
and the following standard vo1uae measurements:

Volu..o in cubic feet of trees 1.5 inches
and over.

Volume in cubic feet of trees 6.5 inches
and ovor.



Volume in board feet by international rule
in trees 6.5 inches and over.
Volume in board feet by International rule
In trees 11.5 inches and over.
Volume in board feet by $cribner rule in
trees 11.5 inches and over.

These neaa.iroments iade it possible to estimate present
lelds for each plot and to compare these estimates with

the actual volumes in all the standards mentioned above.
Computation of oresent volumes. The procedure

employed in deriving an estimate of present volume by

means of the diameter tables is described below for plot
number 102, entered as the first line of table 1. For

an average stand diameter of 5.9 inches the normal volume
in cubic feet Is interDolated from table 12 of the
appendix as 6,160 cubic feet In trees 1.5 inches arid over.
This value must be adjusted now for the dIfference In
average height of the stand from tn.e normal height, and
for density of stocking. The adjustment for height Is
made by multiplying the normal volume by the ratio of
actual average height to normal average height. The ratio
In this instance is the actual height of 58 feet to the
normal heitit of 60 feet interpolated from the tables
Opposite 5.9 Inches In diameter. The volu.i.e ajusted for
height is then (5/6o) x 6,160 or 5,960 cubic feet. The

adjustment for stocking Ia made next by multiplying this

11



P at Average Average no.
no. DBil trees per

actual normal

102
5

298
276

TABLE 1. Sample of
from the a

5.9
6.0
6.1
6.4

4

1107 1237
1205 1200

976 1170
1245 1083

amputation of percent deviations of esti
tual cubic volume8 per acre for diameter

Average
height *

actual normal

60
61
62
64

Height tock- Volume in Per-
ratio ing cubic ft, cent

ercent actual est'd

.97 90 5387 5365

.85 101 5594 5420

.98 83 5498 5260

.05 115 8190 8180

Columns 1, 2, 3, 5, and 9 are taken from plot measurements.
Columns 4 and 6 are frara the diaiieter yield table in the appendli.
Column 7 is column 5 divided by column 6.
Column 8 is column 3 divided by column 4.
Column 10 is the normal volume multiplied by columns 7 and 8.
Column 11 is column 10 divided by co1wui 9, and multiplied by 100.
Column 12 Is column 11 minus 100 percent.

* For all trees 1.5 inches and over

9 10

ted
ables

100 0
97 -3
96 .1.4.

100 0



voiwne by the stocking percent based on nwnber of trees.

The measure of stocking used is a ratio of the actual to

the normal nwaber of trees and in this case is 1107/1237

or .90. The present volwae of this stand is therefore

.90 x 5,960 or 5,360 cubic foflt. This procedure was

used in tabulating the vo1ums for all of the plots as

illustrated partially in table 1. A similar procedure

was followed in estimating the respective volumes in

board feet.
peviations an4 at dard errois. The standard

errors of estimate were computed in the following manner.

The estiaistod volumes were expressed as a percent of the

actual volumes for each plot. These percentages are also

shown in part in table 1. The deviation of each percentage

from 100 percent was squared. The squared deviations were

subtotaled by diameter olasses and then totaled for all

plots 5.5 inches and over and for ail plots 11.5 inches
and over1 This was done in order to facilitnte the
ooniputatin of the standard error of estimate for any
diameter class or range of diameter classes. The standard

error of estimate in percent of volume is then the square

root of the quotient of the sum of all the squared plot

deviations divided by one less than the number of plots
involved or, expressed algebraically, -' qjj2

13



The results of the computations for each diameter olaca,
for the tw ranzes of diameter olases, and for the

øeveral standards of volume Lneasure.ilent are given in

table 2.
Recognizing the algebraic sign, the deviations

were totaled for each diameter clas and for all plots

above the specified minimum limits. These totals were

divided then by the pertinent number of plots to obtain

an average of the deviations for each of the mentioned

groups of plots. It should be noted that these average
deviation8 differ from the average deviation as co"non1y

known among statisticians since the latter disregards the

algebraic sign. The average deviation as used here merely

serves as a test of the correct placement of the original

curves from which the normal tables were derived. Table 3

is a list of these "deviation averages", as they shall be

named herein to avoid confusion. It may be noted that the
deviation averages are vary close to zero both for
individual diameter clasos, and over the data as a whole

for all standards of measu'ement. This would imply that

the total of the estimated volumes of the plots, compares
closely with the total of the actual volumes by diameter

classes and over all the data, and indicates that the

original curves were well placed with respect to the basic

data,

lz.



TABLE 2. itaxdsrd errors of estimate by diauLeter
classes for diameter yie11 tables

DBI No. 0
class plots

2.0 8 .1 .1

8 4.6 3.2 12,6 115.0 115.0

7 16 4.2 5,4 8.1 28.4 30.3
8 14 3.4 4.3 5,4 39.1 38.0

9 6 2.6 2.7 8.9 12.3 14.6
10 10 3.9 4.0 8.2 10.6 11.5
11 3 7.0 8.0 15.5 16.8 14.7
12 4 3.2 4.1 5.7 4.5 8.7
13 14 (.2 7.6 3.1 3.5 4.3
14. 14. 4. 4.9 4.9 4,4 7.0
15 19 4.1 4.5 4.1 4.3 5.4
16 29 2.3 2.8 3.5 3.4 3.5
17 24 2,8 2.9 3.9 3.7 4,7
18 1. 3.0 3.3 4.4 4.5 4.0
19 13 2.3 2.3 1.9 2.5 2.9
20 3,1 1.7 1.7 2.1 2.7 2.0

21 7 4.1 4.1 5.3 5.7
22 6 1.8 1.8 4.4 4..6 4.5
23 2 5.1 5.1 8.0 8.0 7.1



TABU 3. Averae peroentae deviations by diameter
classes for dianieter yield tables

so.of $eviaoXi average
ass plcts Cuoic feet .ntornat'.i. b.f. crj&.u.f,

£.JpS pU8 ,, P,LL8 tL$ .5"p_ue

+4.0

0.0

-1.0

-2.0

0.0

-1.0

3.0

0.0

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

+1.0

0.0

-1.0

-1.0

+1.0

-1.0
0.0

21 7 0.0 0.0

22 6 -1.0 -1.0

23 2 -2.0 -2.0

2 -.0 8. .1.0 +1.0

44 0

16

+5.0 +67.0 +68.0

-4.0 +6 0

-3.0 +13,0 .13.0

-7,0 +3.0 5.0

-6.0 -1.0 0.0

-4.0 5.0 -3.0

-4.0 -2.0 -2.0

-2.0 0.0 +1.0

+1.0 +1.0 +2.0

+.0 +1.0 +1.0

.2.0 0.0 +1.0

+1.0 -1.0 0.0

+1.0 -1.0 0.0

00 -2.0 -1.0

0.0 -1.0 -1.0

-1.0 -2.0 -2.0

-2.0 -2.0 -4.0

-4.0 -4.0 -4.0
- .0 -3.0 -2.0

14 0.0

1. +2.0

19 0.0

29 0.0

24 0.0

18 0.0

13 -1.0

U +0.5

6 8. -0.5

7 16 -0.9

8 14 0.0

9 6 +0.5

10 10 +2.0

U 3 +2.0

12 4. -1.0
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The entries in table 2 indicate the probable
result of any attempt to estimate board root volwTIe in
stands of smali average diameter. The standard errors
of estimate in Soribner board root neaatire are excessively
high in the amall average diameter classes. The summary

of all the plots at the bottom of table 2 indicates a
standard error of estimate of 424.2 percent while, for
those plots in the 12-inch class and larger, the standard
error is only 4,5 percent.

Reference is made to table 37 in the yield
bulletin by iIeyer (1, p.54) for an. explanation of the
above mentioned discrepancy. br a normal stand whose
average diameter is 6 inches there are only 4 percent of
the total number of trees in size classes above the 11-12
inch class. An actual stand Whose average diameter is

6 inches admittedly may have, for exa;iple, an additional
4. percent or 8 percent of its trees in c1ases above the
1ll2 inch class. Au estimate of the vo1uio of trees
over 11.5 inches in such a stand obviously would result
in 100 percent error. Stands in which approximately 50

percent or more of the total number of trees are over
12 inches in diameter are much less liable to the
occurrence of such an exaggerated error. s a further
example, a normal stand is indicated to have 50 percent
of its trees in this upper range of sizes. An actual



stand of corresponding average diameter y have 4 more

percent of its trees in this range than the normal tables

indicate. This moans that the actual stand has 54 percent

of its trees in this larger class o± diameters, but the

error in assuming that there are 50 percent is only 8

percent. Volume is a direct multiple of number of trees
therefore the 8 percent error is reflected in the same

degree to the volume estimate.

Volume estiLuateS by aite-.index tables

Volume estimates for the same standards as used

previously wore made for the temporary sanple plots by use

of the site-index tables. Only those plots whose average

diameter fell into even one iuch diameter classes, that is,

in the 6, , 10 inch classes etc., wore used. This

provided a total of 131 plots in the classes over 6 inches

which was considered to be an adequate sample. The age of

the stand, site index, and bae-i1 area in trees 1.5 inches

and over, all of which are necessary in volume estimation

by site-index tables, were available in the temporary

sample plot data.

Compttation of volumes. s an illustration of

the procedure followed in estimating volumes by means of

the site-indei tables, the successive computations are

outlined again for plot number 102. The age of the plot



TABL 4. Sample of computation of percent deviations of estimated
from actual cubic voluries per acre for site-index tables

no.
Average Ste Basa area Stocking

age index per a. sqt. percent
actual normal

(1)

102
5

298
276

Volume in Percent
cubic ft.* of

e$t'd actual actual
Percent
deviation

ci

Columns 1, 2, 3, 4, arid 8 are taken from clot raeasarenients.
Column 5 is taken from the site-index yield tables.
Column 6 is column 4 divided by column 5.
Colwan 7 is the normal site-index table volume multiplied by column 6.
Column 9 is column 7 divided by column 8 and multiplied by 100.
Column 10 is column 9 minus 100 percent.
* or all trees 1.5 inches and over.

(2) (3) (4J (5) 8 9 10

30 ).65 211.0 215.5 98 5680 5387 105 5
34 133 236.6 224.0 106 5760 5594 103 3
36 148 200.6 238.0 87 6060 5498 110 10
40 137 274.4 249.0 110 46O 8190 103 3
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has been determined to be 30 years and the site index is

165. 3y interpolation in the normal table f cubic volumes

by site index and age the normal volume of 5,800 cubic feet

was determined. It vas necessary to adjust this value for

degree of stoolcirig or percent of normality. The ratio of

actual to normal basal area per acre is the usual indicator

of the departure of a stand troa the normal condition.

The ratio in this case is 211.0/215.5 or .98. The product

of .98 and 5,800 results in an estimate of 5,690 cubic

foot, Table 4 Is an example of the tabulation form used

in computing the estimated volumes and the deviations which

are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Deviations and standard errors. The standard

errors of estime.te were computed by the same procedure

as followed for tne estites by tb diameter yield toles

and are shown in t3ble 5. Similarly the deviation averages

are recorded in table 6. In board foot expressions the

standard error of estimate was again higher f or plots

having average diameters of 5.& inches and over tlian for

plots of 11.5 inches and over. This is for the same

reason as previously described in the ease of diameter

tables. The deviation averages were once rnre used to

indicate the aceuraei attained in fitting tue ori$nal

curves to the plot data.



TABLY 5. Standard errors of estiivate by dieAIeter
classes for site-index yield tables

21

6 8 7.2 22,6 28.0

8 14. 6,3 11.2 lô.3 67.4 104.5

10 10 5.8 7.7 12.7 16.7 21.8

12 4 4.9 3.3. 10.9 28.4 26.4.

14. 14 54 4.7 5.0 7.4 10.0

16 29 3.9 4.4 4.0 7.8 8.8

18 18 3.7 4.3 4.9 5.6 6.0

20 &
over

34 4.6 4.2 3.9 5.0 6.2

All
!IOtS 1 22 1

12" &
over 99. 4.3 4.2 4.5 7.9 8.7

* Percent of vo1u 11 val are plus niinus)



reent of volwie
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TABLE 6. Average percentage deviations by diameter
classes for site-index yield tables

6 8 +6.0 +16.0 +16.0

8 14 44.0 +2.0 #2.0 +55.0 +86.0

10 10 +5.0 0.0 -5.0 +8.0 +15.0

12 4 +3.0 -1.0 -5.0 -11.0 -10.0

14 14 +3.0 +2.0 #3.0 +3.0 +4.0

16 29 -1.0 -2.0 -1.0 -3.0 -1,0

18 1 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -3,0 -1.0

20 & 34
over

.0 +1.0 -1.0 -4.0 -5.0

All
. eta 1:1 +2.0 +1.0 0 0

12" &
over ' 1 0 0.0 0.0 .2.0



Comparison or results

Table 7 is a swary of the standard errors of

estimate for diameter yield tables and site-index yield

tables. A comparison can be made of the errors of

estimates for stands having average diameters or 6 inche8

and over and of 12 inches and over. It is significant
that in almost all cases the diameter yield tables provide

a better estimate. This indicates that the stand volume

may be defined more accurately by use of the diameter

yield tables than by the conventional site-index yield
tables. It may be noted also that the standard error o:
estimate for plots averaging 11.5 inches and iore &8

nearly the same for all standards of measurement by the
diameter tables, the range being from t3.O percent to ±4.5

percent. On the other hand, the standard error of estima
on the same basis by site-index yield tables, varies

from 4.2 percent to ±8.7 percent, and is therefore
approx_iitely twice the error as by the diameter tables.

23



TALF 7. uminary of standard errors and deviation averages of present
volume estinated by two types of yield tables

Zethod of
volume

estimation

Di aine t er
tables

Site-index
tables

Cubic feet Internat onal bd.ft. eribaer bd.ft.
lus

E. D.A. 3.E. D.A. S.. J..A.

(For plots
3,2 0.0 4.3 0.0

4.8 +1.5 7.6 +1.1

in the 6-inch class and over)

5.4 -1.0 24.0 .3.0 24.2 '4.0
9.8 +1.0 17.7 +145 22.1 +3.0

* Standard error of estimate in percent (all values are
plus or iirnis)

** Deviation averages in percent of volume.

for plots in the 12-inch class and over)
i)taLneter

tables 3.0 0.0 3. 0.0 3.8 0.0 3.8 1.0 4,5 0.0
site-indox

tables 4.3 +1.0 4.2 0.0 4.5 0.0 7.9 .3.0 8.7 +2,0



th!TiFMiNATION OF FUTW VOLtThIE IN TiN Yh kIOi)

The estimation of future yields by use of the
diameter yield tables is based upon estimation of the
future diameter, future height ratio, and future stand
density. The basic data needed is average diameter,
average number of trees per acre, average age, and
average height of those trees in the stand having diameters
of 1.5 inches or more. Such data are. available for 15
permanent sample plots established and remeasured at
periodic intervals by the Pacific Northwest Forest and
Range experiment station. These plots were used in

checking the accuracy of predicted yields.
kay error of estimate in predicting future

vOlume yield must be composed of the separate errors due

to estimating the future diameter, stand density, and
height ratio in addition to the standard error of estimate
computed previously for the present yields. An attempt

has been made here to determine the error contributed
by eaoh component. These should indicate which of the

stand characteristics is most difficult to estimate
either Inhorently or due to method.

Predictinp future averae stand diameter
The probable average diameter of a stand at any

year in the future nay be estimated with the aid of a

25



The use of this table now may be shown by example. A

sample plot is now 9I years old and Ms an average stand

diameter of 17.7 inches. Interpolating in table 8, for
94. years a value of 19.7 inches is obtained. The ratio

of the actual diameter of 17.7 inches to the tabular
diameter of 19.7 inches is .90. Ten years later at age 104.

years the average stand diameter should be nine tenths, of
the tabular diameter of 21.0 inches or 18.9 inches. The

verage stand dianeter was estiiated in this way for each
the 15 permanent sample plots at hand.

26

graph or a table showing the correlation of average stand
U.azneter with age. $uch a graph was available from Barnes'

work previously LnentiDned. Table 8 was compiled then from

the values of stand diameter for every 10 years of stand
age read from the graph.

Table 8. Average stand diameter for any stand age

Present age
of stand

Average diameter
of trees 1.5

inches or more

20 3.2
30 5.1
4.0 8.2
50 11.5

14.060
70 15.9
80 17.6
90 19.2

100 20.5
110 21.8
120 23.1
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The standard error of estimate is needed in
ternis of percent ci' volume for comparisons to be made

in this study. In order to du this, tue volumes
corresponding to the estimated probable futtire diameter

and the measured permanent pl diameter were read from

the normal table 12 in the appendix. The volume based on

estimated average stand diaaietex was divided by the volume

based on actual average stand diameter and the ratio stated
as a percentage. The dsviatioits were then the differences

of these percentages from 100 percent. The standard error

of etiLnate in volume in this case is the square root of
the awn of tile deviations squared and divided by one less
than the number of samples. The result is shown for both

cubic foot volume, l5 inches and over, and Soribner board
foot volume, 11.5 inches and over, in table 11. Although

the same dia2ieter was estiatsd for both types of VDlWfle,
the conversion of this dineter into the two types of
volume results in differences in error.

Predictinç future height ratio
In regard to future height ratios in Douglas

fir stands, Bruce (7, p.7) wrote th following

". careful search or all available permuanent
sample plot information failed to discover any
definite tendency for the ratios of actual to
standard heights either to increase or dacrease.
The present height ratios may, therefore, be used
for future stands without change."



Froxa limited tests the same rule seems to apply to

western hemlock stands. Therefore the present height

ratios or the plots were considered applicable to future

stands, Since the estimated vluirie yield is a ultip1e

f the height ratio, any percent of error in the estimate

of height ratio is directly reflected as a percent of

error in volume, The present and future height ratio of
each plot was deterzained and, for one permanent plot the

results were .90 and .94 respectively. It the future
height ratio could have been cnown in prodicting future

yield, .94 would have been used. Since the estimated

.90 was used, the percent difference at actual from

estimated value is 100 - (' x or percent. These

differences so obtained for each plot were squared and the

standard error of estimate computed by the same procedure

as previously described. s shown in table 11 this error
Is the same for both cubic foot and Scribzier board foot

volumes. This is due to the fact tnat all the estimated
volume yields are multiples of the height ratio when
diameter yield tables are used.

0. iredictinRJ?utUre Stand DensUi

General observations. It has been the practice
In using the conventional site-Index yield tables to
consider that the future yields will be the same percent
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of normal as the present voluiie is to the normal. This

practice disregards any acceleration or deceleration of
growtn rate that may occur in the stand and can lead to
rather high error in growth and yield predictions. Under

this practice it was understood that tIle result obtained
would necessarily be a conservative one, particularly in
the ease of understoced stands.

Observations by foresters have indiceted that
many forest stands tend to approach the normal stocking

either by means of an increasing or a decreasing growth

rate. tanUs of the spruce-hemlock type in question

should conform with this general rule,

Previous findings. From Intensive study as well

as from general observation Carter (9) and Haig (15) have

shown that stands tend to approach normal stocking as they

grow older. Gerhardt (12) investigated this trend and
developed formulas for use in estimating the approach of
understocked stands toward normal stocking. This investi-
gation was made in urope and remained unknown in this

country until Gevorkiantz (13) (14) presented a discussion
of it in 1934 and in 1937 considered the application of
the formulas to uneven-aged stands of northern hardwoods.

Duerr (11) also considered the application of Gehrhardt's
formulas to various species in the Lake States. Both
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Gevorkiantz and Duerr were able to apply Gehrhardt's

formulas successfully. As early as 1928 MeArdle an Meyer

(16, p.33) recognized the tendency of underetocked stae

of Douglas fir to approach nor,ns1 stocking. At that time

they stated that limited data gave evidence that the rate

of increase was about 4 percent per decade for this species.

Ia 1933 with additional data Meyer (17) was able to compute

regression euuations DI' the fiveyea change in normality

percentages based on number of trees, basal area, cubic

foot measure, International board foot measure, and

Soribner board foot measure. The results indicated that

understocked stands o Douglas fir en' to improve at a

rate dependent on the degree of understocking. Overstocked

stands on the other hand tend to regress toward a normal

condition. The rate of change in both cases diminished

as the stands approached the normal. Based on romesure-

nienta of the same permanent plots, Briegleb (5) was able

to test the correlation of change in stocking with respect

to age, site, and original stocking. His findings

indicated a definite correlation with both ago and stocking

but not. w ito.

lar investigations of the tendency of abnornl

ly stocked stands of other species to approach normality

have been made. Chalken (10) used temporary plot averages

in determining an expression of the change in the density



of atockin in loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) and Virginia
pine (Pinus virginiana Lull.) stands with increase in age.
He compiled a series of regressions based on age and atock
ing. Weliwood (20) used the saiae plot data for loblolly
pine and computed a regression of the percent of normal
after a five-year period with respect to sit age, and

present normality class.
In 1943 Brtegle and 0irárd (6) conpiled saw-

timber growth correction factors for Douglas fir based on
age and two broad classes of stocking, mediwa and good.

The factors reflected the average accelerated and de-
celerated growth rates of stands of different age and
density. These correction factors have been applied

n constructing empirical yield tables r
that timber type by Weyerhaeuser Timber onpany (21)

which allow in themselves for changes. Bruce (7, p.7)
as able to use the growth correction factors in comp&linL

a table of estiiaated increase in normality by number of
trae3 in a 10-year period f or Use with his diameter yield
tables for L2ouglas fir. Bruce based his normality figures
on the ratio of actual to normal number of trees as defined
by average stand diameter.

satisfactorily



Investiation of the a roach of western hemlock
stands oward norma it

There is no thing available at present for
estimating the change in density in hemlock stands but

general observatone indicate that they react like other

apecies. Barnes suggested that Bruce's table for Douglas

fir be used for hemlock until sufficient data for the

latter could be collected and analyzed. The only sources

of such data are permanent sample plots. Since hemlock

is a tolerant species, it was suspected that the rate of

change would be greater than f r the lass tolerant DDuglaS

fir. At present the only permanent plote available are the

15 plots established by the k'acific Northwest forest and

Range lxperinent Station and 80 permanent line plots in.

British Columbia. These were considered sufficient to

varrant a preliminary investigation. Ai interval of

10-years for all the plots mentioned was attained by

interpolation. Of tbeue plots 83 were approximately 40

years old and 12 plots were approximately 80 years old at

the time of the first measurement.

Gehrhardt's formula. An attempt was fnde first

to fit G-ebrhardt's type formula to the data. There was

definitely no relationship hioh the Qehrhardt formula

defined even though several constants were tried. The

32
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gains indicated for understooked stands were consIderably
in excess of the actual gains recorded,

Linear regression. The next step was to analyze
the available data to deterrdne whether a regression of the
change in density with respect to time could be defined.
stand density of each plot was determined by computing the

ratio of actual number of tress on the plot to the normal
number as defined by the average staxA diameter. This

ratio was computed t or each plot at the tie o' original
establishment and at 10-year intervals therearter. 13y

multiplying by 100 the ratios were converted to percent of
stand density, The 10-year ohages that occurred in the
plot densitlea were then computed. These were roorded as
being plus or minus accorditig to whether they were
increases or eoreases from the original stand density.
The plots were grouped in classes of 40 percent, 50 percen
etc. at original stand density and. the average 10-year
change computed for each class. The average change was

then, plotted over the class midpoint as shown on the graph
in figure 1. i linear regression of the change was
determined by the abbreviated method of least squares as
described by 1ruo and Schumacher (, This

calculation is shown in table 9. The regression is
o 27 - .27N, where C is the 10-year change in stand
densIty and N is the percent of stand density at the



General form of

TABLE 9. Determination of linear regression
by method of least squares

inal 0-year No. of
density change plDts

N C

Normal e;uations:

.e. b(fN) : (fC)

a(f N) b(fN2) : (fN0)

By substituting and solving simultaneously:

a27
b : -.27

Substituting in the general form:
C 27 .27N

N rr tNC

34

equation:

C : a + bN

40 16 2 32 80 3,200 512 1,280
50 20 4 80 200 10,000 1,600 4,000
60 8 6 4.8 360 21,600 384 2,880
70 12 6 72 420 29,400 864 5,040
80 3 17 51 1,360 108,800 153 4,080
90 0 10 0 900 81,000 0 0

100 -1 14 -14. 1,400 140,000 14 -1,400
110 -7 13 -91 1,430 157,300 637 -10,010
120 -.4 12 -48 1,440 172,800 192 -5,760
130 -4. 5 -20 650 84,500 80 -2,600
140 -1 3 -3 4.20 58,800 3 -420
150 -22 3 -66 45Q

67,500 1,452 -9,900
Tota s 95 41 9,13.0 934,900 5,891 -12,810



beginin o1 t.ie 1Oyear period.
The reroion line ta plotted on the graph in

figure 1. JAISO on Wits graph is the greiDfl of the
shan;e in density Thr Doug1 fir determined by Bruce

(7, p.16). The henloc regression hns a greater slope
thaii the Dou1s fir. This i'dicates tat abnor

noriali ty

faster than abnorlly stocked stnnds of Uo-tg1u fir,
and oonforo wit. accepted trisory. The co'tparison &ay

not be entirely reliable since the data used in deterttring
the heilock regresIonwere hatted to two ae Cla8Se. In

additiorA to the lack of age distribution it shutld be
pointed out also that the 1 plots of the Uyear age class

were uriainhly selected because they appeored to be nearly

nornal in tand density. Plots or tne 40-year a class

are rather evenly di.atributed over a raxie of 38 to 148

percent of noral. The r ression then aay be considered

sat1sfctory for tande near 40 ysar of nge. Nothin

definite caa be id about the regression of the caa.n;e
in density in reerd to older stae1s. I is enerahiy

believed that older at da ar less eapabie of sçj.roaching

norxlity as they advance age. For this rsaao It
seea riL].e to assiie et older staad wuld

deteriine a regression with less slope. hether or a

etoced stands of hemlock tend to

iaaloc r ression with al.. ages aad denaIti repreocnted
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would approximate the regres8lon deteriined herein is not
known. It niight be well to point out that the regression,
C : 27 - .27N , does bear a relationship to the Douglas
fir regression in accord with the oharacteristicB of the
two species. Western hemlock an its associate Sltka
spruce are botk nore tolerant than Douglas fir according
to Balcer (1, p.234). It is generally recognized that
tolerant species respond iore quickly to the favorable
condition of low density, thereby filling openings and
improving in stocking at a greater rate. This is supported

by the relative positions of the regression lines in
figure 1.

Despite the shortcomings indicated, the regression
as given is used for predicting future densities of stands
in all age classes. The regression, C = 27 - .27N,
expresses the improvement for periods of 10 years.
stimates of improvement for periods exceeding 10 years

may be made by repeated application of the equation to
the estimated stocking obtained at the end of successive
decades. In order to eliminate this step-by-step procedure,
table 10 has been conpiled, by means of which the final
stocking nay be determined directly at the end of specified
periods of growth.

Ap1ication Df the trend. The stand density of
each of the 15 permanent sample plots at the beginning and



TABL2 10. Estiniated normality in 10-year
periods f r western heii1ock

istimated future normali
y 10 yrs 20 yrs 30 yrs 40 yra 50 yra 6yra

t later later later later later later

Percentages based on normal number or trees per
acre 1.5 inches and over in breast high diwaeter.

20 42 58 69 77 83 87
25 45 60 7]. 79 84 88
30 49 63 73 80 85 89
35 53 66 75 82 86 90
40 56 68 77 83 87 90
45 60 71 79 84 88 91
50 63 73 80 85 89 92
55 67 7.6 82 87 90 93
60 71 79 84 88 91 93
65 74. 81 86 90 92 94.
70 78 84 88 9]. 93 95
75 82 87 90 93 94 95
80 85 89 92 94 95 96
85 89 92 94 95 96 97
90 93 95 96 97 98 99
95 96 97 98 99 99 100

100 100 100 100 100 100 100
105 104 103 102 101 101 100
110 107 105 104 103 102 101
115 111 108 106 104 103 102
120 115 111 108 106 104 103
125 118 113 110 107 105 104
130 122 116 112 109 106 104
135 126 119 114 110 107 105
140 129 121 116 112 109 106
145 133 124 118 113 110 107

114150 137 127 120 110 107
155 140 129 121 115 111 108
160 144 132 123 117 112 109
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at the end of each iC-year growth period was computed.

Knowing the beginning stand density it was possible to

predict the probable stand density 10 years hence by

making use or table 10. The standard error of estimate

at stand density was computed in the following manner.

The differences of the estimated from the actual stand

density were squared and thon totaled. The total was

divided by one less than the number of p1ot and the square

root taken of this quotient. The result is the standard

error of estiLuate of stand density and is given in table

3.1. bince stand density applios directly to all normal

volumes, the same standard error is shown for both cubic

foot measure and 5crtbner board toot measure.
Although the result of l0.4. percent is rather

high, It is within reason, The permanent sample plots used

in the test were mostly of the SO-year age class which was

not well represented in the data used to compute the

regression of trend. also the plots were overstocked.
The actual change in density for most of the overstocked

plots wa positive while the regression indicated a
decrease. As was pointed out previously, the regression

applies more sjecIfica1ly to 4.0 year old stands. iven then

the standard error of estimate is large because of the

innumerable variables which effect density afd yet can not

be removed from the regression of the trend.



Standard errors of estimatin volumes 10 ears hence.

Diameter tables. The standard error of estimatir

a volume 10 years hence is combination of the standard

errors of estimating average stand diameter, height ratio

and stand density 10 years hence and the standard error of

estimate of the normal diameter yield table. If there is

no intercorrelation between these errors then theoretically

the standard error of such an estimate would be the square

root of the sum of the squares of these errors. As shown

in table U this calculation for cubic volume would be

72 + 10.4.2 3q42 + 3.22 : ±11.5 percen

The cubic volume 10 years hence for each of the

15 permanent plots was also estuaated directly. This

con8sted or using the estimated future diameter, actual

height ratio, and a future density froLn table 10 in the

method described for present volwie calculations in

table 1. The standard error of estimate by this direct

calculation was ±7.9 percent. There is a discrepancy of

3.6 percent between the two values. The difference may

well be due to an intercorralat3jn of the errors. For

instance, the first three standard errors ol' estimate are

based on the normal table values and the last standard

error is by definition the standard error of the normal

N



TABL1 11. Standard errors of estiiaairig stand
variables 10 years hence by the diameter
tables and the site-index tables *

Cubic foot volume 1. inches and DYe

* Based on 15 per:nanent sap1e plot e$tiates.
** All values are plus or ini.s.

11.5

Scribner board foot volume 11. inches and over
error of es LnaUng: Percent error

Diaieter Site index

Future average stand diaieter 4.2

Future stand density 10./+ 10.4.

ruture height. ratio 3.4

Present yield 4.5 p3.7

Total. error of estimate
by theoretical calculation 12.6

by direct calculation 9.9 22.4

Future average stand diameter 1.. 7

Future stand density 1044 10

Future height ratio 3./+

Present yield 3,2 4.3

Total error of estiLnate
by theoretical calculation
by direct ca1ca1atin 7.9 16.?
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table itself. This may have resulted in some intereorre

tion among the separate errors which can not be removed

from the theoretical calculation.
A similar calculation of th standard error of

estimate was made for Soribnor board foot measure as

follows:

+ 10.4 3q42 . 452 ±12.6 percent

The result is shown in table 11. Ears again the standard

error of estimate by direct calculation is less than the

theoretical. The same intercorrelations may be responsible

for the discrepancy.

rrors of the site index tables. As a test of the
siteindex yield tables, estimates of volutnes 10 years hence
were made for the same 15 permanent sample plots by moans

of this set of tables. The stand density attained at the

end or the period was estimated by table 10 in the same

maimer as outlined previously. The standard error of

estimate now was t16.7 percent for cubic foot volwne and

±22.4 percent for Soribner board foot voiwac. These values

are shown for comparison with others in-table 11. The

individual errors for each variable used were not computed
and therefore a theoretical calculation was not made. The

standard error of estimate of *10.4 percent for stand
density is the only portion of the total error which can



be defined separately

'3



IV. CONCLUSIONS ANL RO'2DTINS

A. Conclusions

1. In the determination of the present volume
in stands whose average diaieter Ia 5.5 inches or more,
the use of the normil table based oa average stand diainet

results In a bettor estimate than, does the use of the
normal tables based on site Index and ago when the
fol1owIn standards of measurement are considered:

Volume in cubic feet of trees 1,5 Inches
and over,

Volume In cubic feet of trees 6,5 inches
and over.

o. Volume in board feet by International ku1e
of trees 6.5 Inches and, over.

The standard errors of present yield estm4tes by both
types of tables are high when the fDllowing standards of

aeasureent are considered:

Volume in board feet by International Rul
of trees 11.5 inches and over.
Volume in board feet by Sor-ibuer Rule of
trees 11.5 inches and over.
On the other hand in stands whose average

diameters are 11.5 inches or 'tiore, the tab1e based on

average stand diameter are superior to those based on
site index and age when any of the above standards of
tneasurenent are considered.



AbnormaUy stocked stands of western heiilock

show a definite trend in stand density toward the normal
condition with an increase in age. This trend in stands
of the 40-year age class has been defined by a linear
equation of the regression.

The standard error of estimate in predictin
stand density for 10-year periods, using the regression
mentioned above, is ±10.4 percent. This i rather high

and tentative reasons are given. Yirst, any prediction
of stand den8ity say result in a hign error because of
the erratic occurrence of mortality and accidental damage.
Secondly, the plots used in determining the above standard
error of estimate were of a different ae class than that
for which the trend regression was developed.

4.. The accuracy of estimating probable future
ds is decidedly better by use of the diameter tables

han by use of the site-index tables on the basis of the
imited amount of permanent sample plot data available.

5. The writer considers that the one normal
table based on average stand diameter is more easily used
than the several normal tables based on site and age.

Rec omnendati ens

The establishment of rnre permanent sample pie

in underatoeked stands and collection of additional data
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tor LSê in deterniining the trends or stand den3ity toWard
normal for a wido variety or age classes is recomoncied.
3ucb data woiid facilitate predictions based on any type
ot yield table in existence now.
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TABL 12, Nornm]. yields or western 1ie1ock with respect
to average stand diameter or trees 15 inches and over.

3 3,130 38 1.8
4. 2,060 45 3.6 1.0
5 1,550 54 4.9 2.7

1,200 61 6.3 4.4. 22 S
905 69 7.5 5.8 30 11

8 723 76 8.5 7.2 38 18 13
9 595 82 9.5 8.5 47 27 20

10 498 89 10,6 9.8 56 37 28

1 425 95 11.6 11.0 66 4.9 38
12 368 101 12.6 12.1 77 63 4.8
13 325 107 13.5 13.2 88 76 59
14 284. 112 14.4 14.2 99 88 68
15 255 117 15.3 15.0 109 98 76

16 228 122 16.1 15.9 117 108 85
17 207 127 16.8 16.7 123 116 9].
18 187 132 17.4 17.4 129 123 97
19 172 136 18:*1 18.1 134 1.30 103
20 157 14.0 18.8 18.8 139 135 109

2]. 14.3 144 19.4 19.4 14.3 141 1
22 133 14.8 20.0 20,0 147 146 119
23 123 15]. 20.5 20.5 152 153. 123
24. 114 154. 21.0 21.0 3.56 156 128
25 107 158 21.5 21.5 161 161 132

26 100 161 22.]. 221 165 165 137
27 94 164 22.6 22 6 169 169 141
28 89 167 23.3. 23.1 174. 174 145
29 83 170 23.6 23,6 178 178 149
30 79 173 24.1 241 182 182 153

32 71 180 25.1 25.1 191 191 161
34 64 186 26.0 26 0 199 199 169
36 59 192 27 0 27.0 208 208 177
38 54. 199 28.0 28 0 216 216 184
40 49 206 28.8 28 8 225 225 192



TABLE 13. Normal yields of western hemlock with respect
a age for sit index 150.a

* Values are for one horizontal acre.

Aver. Ay. ht.
(years) height of dam,

1. "- & codom.

No. of
trees
1.

Aver.

1. -
asa 10 in thousands of eat
ar.a* Cubic feet Internat'l 3eribne
. - . - . . 1. " - 11.

30 53 57 1520 5.1 212 5,2 2.98 14.
4.0 73 78 710 8.1 254. 8.5 7.3 39 19 14
50 91 96 400 11.4 285 11.9 11.3 69 53 42
60 107 112 290 13.8 304. 14.2 13.8 96 85 65
70 117 123 240 15.7 316 15.8 15.5 113 103 81
80 127 133 200 17.4 327 17.0 16.7 121k 116 93
90 136 142 172 18.9 336 17.8 17.8 132 126 102

100 14.4. 150 150 20.2 343 3.8.8 18.8 139 13) 109
110 14.9 157 138 21.5 3.8 19.6 19.6 14.4 142 116
120 154. 161 125 22.8 355 20.2 20.2 150 14.9 121
160 161 168 108 24.8 364 21.2 21.2 159 159 131
160 166 173 95 26.7 372 22.2 22.2 167 167 139
180 170 177 87 28,3 379 23.0 23.0 173 173 145
200 173 180 81 29.5 384. 23.6 23.6 178 178 150
250 175 182 70 32.1 393 25.0 25.0 3.89 189 160
300 177 184 66 33.2 4.02 25.4 25.4. 194 194 165




